HOW TO PLAY WITH YOUR CLAW

1. TO OPEN CLAW, PRESS LEVER BACK, AS SHOWN.
2. PUT A LIGHT OBJECT IN TIP OF CLAW AND RELEASE LEVER.
3. BOTH CLAWS MAY BE USED TO HOLD A LIGHT OBJECT.
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ADD POWER TO YOUR CLAW WITH A DING-A-LING POWER PACK. ALL YOU NEED IS ONE POWER PACK TO MAKE ALL YOUR DING-A-LINGS WALK AND GLIDE. (POWER PACK AND SPACE SKYWAYS SOLD SEPARATELY.)
When you have added power to your claw, he will walk and carry light objects by himself.

**CAUTION:**

You must remove any object claw may be holding before putting claw on any Ding-a-Ling Space Skyway Set (sold separately).

**IMPORTANT**

For best results on Space Skyway sets (sold separately), put a small amount of Vaseline® all along ledges between Ding-a-Ling's feet, as shown. Be sure to add more Vaseline® when needed.